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Practical steps for
making voice a successful
part of your UC rollout

You’ve thought long and hard about the investment
you’re making in Unified Communications.
The promise of what it can do for your company is high —
but so is the imperative to get solid ROI. How can you ensure
that your people buy into this, adopt, and own everything UC
can do for each of them?
We’ve compiled ten steps to streamline the audio aspect of
your UC deployment. Putting an audio strategy in place now
can help you plan, deploy, and eventually drive higher
adoption rates. These best practices aren’t just theoretical;
they’re the direct result of our participation in many UC
rollouts and our strategic partnerships with the leading UC

Bring

providers. And, they’re a vital ingredient in creating a richer
audio experience in UC.

UC

+

AUDIO

" Successful UC deployments depend on quality
audio devices. That's the value to us."
– Ken Libutti, Assistant Director of System
Administration, Broward College

It’s time to put those early
adopters to work.

1

STEP

OUTLINE REQUIREMENTS AND RECRUIT TEST TEAMS
You’ve decided on your UC platform. Ensure that there’s total agreement within your organization regarding goals for the
project — such as cost savings, higher productivity, or a new competitive edge. Also, study the current and future
requirements of your user base: Do users work in the office, at home, or in the field? Are their environments noisy? Do they
need to roam when on a call? Once you’ve outlined these requirements, recruit a test team that’s representative of the
defined user community, and ensure that it includes both experienced users and first-timers. This team will be invaluable in
testing real user scenarios, under a variety of conditions.

“UC can be riskier than other enterprise software rollouts because it affects employees’
ingrained habits.”1 – CIO.com
1 “UC

Success Depends on Changing Employee Habits” September 27, 2011

2

TEST, ANALYZE, AND SELECT AUDIO DEVICES
Audio devices represent the last three feet of your substantial investment in UC. Proper selection is crucial. Thoroughly test
a range of corded and wireless devices to see how they perform per your users’ workspaces and needs. Environments
might include the office, home, a car, café, or a hallway on the way to a conference room. A few key factors to consider
testing: voice intelligibility, comfort, and ease of operation when calling, muting, and changing volume. And be sure to test
the compatibility of devices with your proposed UC system. Analyze the results and review policies on returns, tech
support, upgrades, and more.

TIP

If choosing wireless devices, test in-office mobility and roaming range. Ask how far your people will need to roam.
Remember that roaming range and voice quality will change according to the amount of wireless audio devices in
the same area, unique office configurations and building construction materials.

Cast a vision, and help
your people see it.

3
STEP

ESTABLISH A DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY
You’ve run tests and gathered key information. But before
actually purchasing the audio devices, plan how to
integrate them with your overall UC strategy and current
and future hardware. Will you “rip and replace” existing
desk phones immediately, remove them at a set future
date, or keep them indefinitely? Tie this integration plan to
the information you’ve gleaned on users’ needs and during
device testing. After this due diligence, acquire the audio
devices that best meet your needs.

4

TIP

4

STEP
STEP

HELP YOUR ORGANIZATION UNDERSTAND
THE COMING CHANGE
Changes to environments and working patterns can be unsettling
for some employees. Different team members care about different
things; heavy phone users may care most about comfort, while
HR may be concerned about easily moving a call to a private area.
Make sure that you have buy-in from top executives, with a
commitment to participate in the communications about the
coming changes. Then, in advance of your deployment, develop a
communications plan that explains the what, when, how — and
especially, the why — to your users. Consistent and persistent
communications are vital to the process.

Recruit a senior executive sponsor to act as the voice of the UC audio device integration. It shows that management is
behind the implementation and can explain the business reasons for the transition, how users will benefit from audio device
use and the support resources that are available.

5
STEP

PREPARE YOUR PEOPLE, AND PREPARE SUPPORT AND LOGISTICS
Change is never easy. So as you count down to deployment, you should prepare employees by helping them understand the drivers of your UC program,
such as the convergence of PC and voice communications. Demonstrate how these will advance the company’s goals and benefit them personally as well
— how they’ll enjoy increased freedom, flexibility, and convenience. If removing desk phones, give users time to become comfortable with the new
communications platform and audio devices. Clearly communicate how long they have before the phone will be removed. This can help lower anxiety
about the new technology and increase user adoption. Prepare the support: This is a good time to train the support team or help desk and provide them
with troubleshooting resources. And, prepare the logistics: Develop a plan for efficiently receiving, distributing, and deploying the devices, including any
preparation such as charging batteries and attaching asset tags.

Only 19% of organizations develop a strategy before deploying a technology. This results in poor employee engagement
and difficulty aligning the departments and the organization.2 – Chess Media Group
2 Jacob

Morgan, Chess Media Group, InformationWeek.com, “What Collaboration Can and Can’t Fix” September 27, 2012

Put the final pieces in place.

6
STEP

COMMUNICATE, DELIVER, INSTALL
This is no time for surprises. Prior to actual
distribution, communicate the deployment process
to employees via all-hands meetings, online videos,
wikis, and other means. Delivery and installation of
devices should have real value; you don’t want users
feeling as if the equipment was just dropped off.
Your delivery strategy should vary depending on
the type of user, and your installation strategy will
depend on the type of device. For corded audio
devices, self-installation should be appropriate for
the majority of users. Wireless installations may
require IT assistance or more detailed self-help
guides. Your deployment plan should also include
a method for rolling out devices to executives and
others who warrant extra attention.

7
STEP

CREATE A SUPPORT PLAN FOR TRAINING
Your support teams and help desk personnel are trained and
ready. There are procedures in case a device isn’t working
properly or if it doesn’t fit a user’s needs. Additionally, you’ve
developed a comprehensive training and support program —
critical resources to help employees feel relaxed and make them
want to use their new device. As people retain information in
different ways, make sure you provide a variety of resources and
formats, such as quick setup guides, online training and demo
videos, in-house social media, blogs, and IT chat.

TIP

Make sure your help desk is staffed and ensure that
they have had time to become familiar with the new
devices. Develop a comprehensive list of tips and
tricks, as well as a set of answers to assist help desk
personnel in responding to common questions.

Now it gets real.

8
STEP

MAKE THE FIRST CALL — AND ALL
CALLS — A SUCCESS
You've been diligent in your planning, so now ensure

9
STEP

ENSURE ONGOING TRAINING
AND SUPPORT
During and after this initial rollout, ensure that the proper

your users’ first calls are successful. Remember, first

training tools and support mechanisms are firmly in place.

impressions count, and as with any new technology, a

Provide frequent, widespread reminders of websites, blogs,

positive first experience will pave the way for faster

help desk phone numbers, and other resources so that

adoption. Encourage users to make their first call a 'test'

users, whether on-premises or remote, always know where

call and to alert IT if they have any issues so it can be

to find assistance. Some users will need more training than

addressed immediately. If resources allow, have a

others. So, if possible, make one-on-one help available for

support team ready to answer a test call and walk users

a few extra days. Again, the goal is a successful start to a

through additional UC features.

long-term program.

“42% of IT managers surveyed see an untrained user base as the top barrier to full adoption of
a deployed UC system.”3 – InfoWeek
3

InformationWeek Report, State of Unified Communications, April 2013

You’ve plugged it in —
did they turn it on?

10
STEP

VERIFY AND EVALUATE USAGE
You’re one month in. Now you can gather meaningful metrics. Minor challenges have been knocked down with training and the issues that persist
should be heeded. What percent of users have made that successful first call? Find out by registering each audio device with IT upon first use and
tracking the numbers. To gauge the quality of users’ experiences, interview a representative sample and set up feedback vehicles. Be sure to address
key issues and use any negative feedback to make improvements. Ultimately, you’ll want to evaluate success against predefined criteria and scheduled
milestones so you are able to report your progress to top management. Finally, as you compile success stories and positive data, communicate these
throughout the organization.

“The product line of Plantronics headsets, both wired and wireless, have been a tremendous asset in our deployment...
The east of use and reliability of the product lines have been outstanding and we receive constant praise from our user
base for selecting this product.” – IT Manager, Large Enterprise Energy & Utilities Company

Unified communications has enabled teams to work and
interact with each other from virtually anywhere.

Make the connection.

Empowering collaboration is now more vital — and more
challenging — than before.
We provide organizations with technology that brings
clarity and integration to your UC devices and platforms
— to simplify deployment, increase adoption, and help
provide real ROI on your UC investment.

“... the advent of UC ... has redefined the role of
the headset and turned it into a key
communication endpoint.”5 – Frost & Sullivan
5 Frost

& Sullivan, “Global Office and Contact Center Headset Market. Headsets
Become a Critical UCC Tool.” December 2012

Plantronics.com/ucTogether »
At every step, we want to make voice in unified
communications easy for IT to deploy. Visit us online to
explore tools, tips and strategies. It’s our goal to simplify the
complexities, and bring voice and UC together so that your
people can hear and be heard.
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